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Abstract

Dibenzo[hi,st]ovalene (DBOV) - a quasi-zero-dimensional ‘nanographene’ - displays strong,

narrow, and well-defined optical-absorption transitions at room temperature. On placing a

DBOV-doped polymer film into an optical microcavity, we demonstrate strong coupling of the

0 → 0’ electronic transition and a coupling of the 0 → 1’ vibrational transition to a confined

cavity mode, with coupling energies of 126 meV and 90 meV, respectively. Photolumines-

cence measurements indicate that the polariton population is distributed at energies approx-

imately coincident with the emission of the DBOV, indicating polariton population via an

optical pumping mechanism.
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Graphene has fascinating electronic properties as demonstrated by its high charge-carrier mo-

bility, however it does not possess a band-gap; a feature that limits its applications in transistors

and optical devices.1 A number of approaches have been explored to overcome this obstacle, in-

cluding doping,2,3 controlled interactions with a substrate4,5 and the application of electric fields to

graphene bilayers.6 However the structural confinement of the graphene sheet into a few nanome-

ters appears to a promising strategy to create a band-gap, with ‘nanographene’ structures devel-

oped including quasi-one-dimensional graphene nanoribbons (GNRs)7 or quasi-zero-dimensional

graphene quantum dots (GQDs).8,9 Top-down fabrication methods do not however allow the prepa-

ration of nanographenes with well-defined structures and properties, and thus we have developed

a bottom-up chemical synthesis route to prepare atomically precise GNRs and GQDs.10,11 Here,

key optical and electronic properties such as optical absorption and energy gaps can be efficiently

controlled by modulating the size, geometry, and edge structure of the nanographenes, making

them promising for (opto)electronic applications.12–14

There is significant growing interest in the development of new materials for polariton conden-

sation; polaritons are quasi-particles that are formed in optical cavities when an optically active

material reversibly exchanges energy with a resonant electromagnetic (EM) field. Here, the energy

levels of the transition dipole and EM-field become hybridized, resulting in new energy eigenstates

that can be described as part excitation and part photon. A convenient method to reach the strong

coupling regime is to place a semiconductor material into an optical microcavity. Providing that

the interaction strength between the excitons and the confined electromagnetic field is dominant

over their respective loss channels, the excitons can couple to the confined cavity mode to form

exciton-polaritons. Because the cavity mode energy dispersion effectively forms a trap in momen-

tum space, it is possible to build a large population of polaritons at the bottom of the trap with the

bosonic polaritons undergoing condensation at high occupation density.15 This can result in the

generation of non-linear phenomena such as inversionless lasing16 and polariton superfluidity.17

The strong coupling regime has been demonstrated with a range of different semiconductor
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Figure 1: (a) Absorbance (black line) and photoluminescence (red line) of DBOV-Mes in a PMMA
matrix. Left inset: Energy level diagram. Right inset: chemical structure of DBOV-Mes. (b)
Microcavity structure consisting of a DBOV-Mes:PMMA film between two metallic mirrors with
tunable separation, Lc.

materials and hetrerostrucutres, including bulk semiconductors,18 semiconductor quantum wells,19

2-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenides,20,21 and organic (molecular) dyes.22–24 More re-

cently, single-walled carbon nanotubes have been shown to undergo strong-coupling in a microcav-

ity.25 Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, such strong coupling has never been observed in

graphene-based materials. Graphene in optical cavities has been previously studied,26,27 however
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in those studies the materials remained firmly in the weak coupling regime whereby the cavity acts

to perturb the transition rates of the graphene (the ‘Purcell effect’), rather than create entirely new

polariton states. To explore whether nanographene materials can reach the strong coupling regime,

we have explored the application of a new nanographene material (dibenzo[hi,st]ovalene [DBOV])

in a microcavity. DBOV is particularly interesting for this application as it combines high oscilla-

tor strength and well-resolved electronic and vibrational transitions.28 It also displays remarkable

photostability28–30 compared to other organic materials used for microcavity strong coupling31–35

(see Supplementary Information) and is able to undergo amplified spontaneous emission (ASE).28

We place this material in an open-cavity architecture and demonstrate that strong-coupling occurs

to both the electronic and vibrational states of DBOV, with polaritonic emission evidenced at room

temperature. We believe that the relatively high quantum efficiency of luminescence and high

chemical stability of such materials make them promising candidates for polariton condensation

and use in non-linear polariton-based devices.

The DBOV derivative we have explored (DBOV-Mes) has been synthesized though a bottom-

up chemical process (see SI for details). The chemical structure of DBOV-Mes is shown in the

inset of Figure 1(a), and consists of a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon core with attached solu-

bilising mesityl groups that also provide kinetic protection to the relatively reactive zigzag edges.

To process DBOV-Mes, it was dissolved in a solution of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) in

dichloromethane (15 mg/ml, 1:1 DBOV-Mes:PMMA weight ratio) and then spin-cast to form a

540 nm thick film. The absorbance of such a film is shown in Figure 1(a) (black line). Here, it can

be seen that there is a strong peak in absorbance at 610 nm having a full width at half maximum

(FWHM) linewidth of 41 nm (135 meV) corresponding to the 0 → 0’ electronic transition, with

weaker vibronic replicas at 565 nm (0→ 1’) with a FWHM of 36 nm (139 meV) and 518 nm (0→

2’) with a FWHM of 48 nm (220 meV). Following excitation at 405 nm, the film emits strong pho-

toluminescence as shown plotted using a red line. Here, the 0’→ 0 transition is prominent, having

a Stokes shift of <10 nm. Emission from the 0’ → 1 transition is also evident, while the emis-

sion from lower energy transitions is present but not well resolved. We believe that the relatively
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narrow linewidth of the optical and vibrational transitions and small Stokes shift point to a highly

rigid molecular structure, that results in a low degree of conformationally induced broadening. Fur-

thermore, the DBOV-Mes sample used here consists of GQDs having a single, atomically-defined

structure: a feature that prohibits inhomogeneous broadening typical in top-down-fabricated GQDs

that consist of a complex mixture of undefined structures. Photoluminescence observed below

600 nm is believed to be due to a tiny amount of the benzo[a]dinaphtho[2,1,8-cde:1’,2’,3’,4’-

ghi]perylene derivative, which was derived from precursor 9 and was present in the final sample

(see SI).

To observe strong coupling, the GQD/PMMA film was deposited by spin-coating on a 20 nm

thick semi-transparent aluminium mirror. A second mirror that had been deposited onto a small

raised plinth (∼ 100 µm square) was brought into close proximity (< 1 µm) using a piezoelectric

actuator, giving precise control over the mirror separation through application of a voltage. This

forms an open cavity configuration as shown in Figure 1(b). Here, the use of a plinth facilitates the

close positioning of the mirrors without problems resulting from the presence of unwanted dust

or surface contamination which might otherwise prevent the mirrors from ‘closing’. To study the

optical properties of the cavity, white light was focused onto the cavity, with the transmitted light

imaged onto the entrance slit of an imaging CCD spectrometer using an infinity-corrected long

working distance objective lens.

The cavity path-length, Lc was first reduced to the order of a few microns. At this point,

well defined Fabry-Perot peaks become visible in the transmission spectrum having wavelengths

λq =
2nLc

q
where q is the mode number and n is the intracavity refractive index. The mode number

for each peak can be identified from its wavelength and the wavelength of the adjacent mode on the

low energy side via q =
λq−1

λq−1−λq
. The transmission through the cavity as a function of wavelength

and cavity length is shown in Figure 2(a). Here, a peak in transmission is observed at ∼700 nm for

a cavity length of 700 nm corresponding to the q = 3 cavity mode. The linewidth of this peak is 19

nm (49 meV), corresponding to a Q factor of ∼35. As the cavity length is further reduced, the mode
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Figure 2: (a) Cavity transmission spectra as a function of optical cavity length, Lc. Open symbols
are observed polariton branch wavelengths. Black and blue lines are uncoupled exciton wave-
lengths, red line is the uncoupled photon wavelength as found from fitting the observed peak
positions to the coupled oscillator model. White dashed lines are the modeled polariton branch
energies. (b) Normalized cavity transmission spectra for various cavity lengths. The length differ-
ence between successive plots is 20 nm. (c) Absorbance spectrum of a thin film of DBOV-Mes in
a PMMA marix. The polariton branch mixing coefficients are shown for (d) the lower polariton
branch, (e) middle polariton branch and (f) upper polariton branch.

energy increases and approaches the 0→ 0’ transition of the DBOV-Mes. At a cavity length of 620

nm, this mode splits forming polariton branches that anticross about the 0→ 0’ transition energy;

a characteristic signature of strong coupling. As the mirror separation is further reduced, the mode

energy increases and again splits at a cavity length of 580 nm as it undergoes anticrossing about

the 0 → 1’ transition. The peak positions are shown as white circles. For completeness, Figure

2(b) plots transmission spectra recorded from the cavity as it is closed at length intervals of 20

nm. Here the splitting of the peaks as they approach the electronic and vibrational resonances of

DBOV-Mes is clearly visible.

Since 3 features are observed in the transmission spectra, this system can be described by three
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coupled classical-oscillators as expressed by Equation 1.
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Here Ec is the uncoupled cavity mode energy, E0→x is the energy of the xth vibronic transition

(x = 0’ or 1’) and ~Ω0→x is the magnitude of the energy splitting about the xth transition, known

as the Rabi splitting energy. The cavity mode and exciton transition linewidths (γc and γ0→x re-

spectively) are included as imaginary components on the Hamiltonian diagonal.36 The resultant

eigenvalues correspond to the energy of the different polariton states created and are denoted by

Ep. The eigenvectors defined through the coefficients αc and α0→x describe the relative fraction

of photon and xth vibrational transition that is mixed into each polariton. We can fit equation 1

to the experimentally-observed peak positions to yield values for the Rabi splitting energies and

the mixing coefficients. There are three solutions for Ep indicating that the polariton states are

distributed over 3 branches. The lower polariton branch (LPB) resides at energies lower than the

~Ω0→0′ transition, the middle polariton branch (MPB) lies between the ~Ω0→0′ and ~Ω0→1′ transi-

tion energies, while the upper polariton branch (UPB) is found at energies higher than the ~Ω0→1′

transition. The fitted polariton branch positions are shown as white dashed lines in Figure 2(a),

along with the optical transition energies and cavity mode energy (black/blue lines and red line

respectively). The fitted energy of the ~Ω0→1′ transition is redshifted from the maximum for that

transition by ∼10 nm which has attributed to residual oscillator strength on the low energy side of

that transition.33,37 The coupled branch energies are plotted as dashed white lines. We find that the

Rabi splitting energy about the electronic (0→ 0’) transition is ~Ω0→0′ = 126 meV, while the split-

ting about the first vibronic replica (0→ 1’) is ~Ω0→1′ = 90 meV. Figure 2(c) shows the absorbance

of DBOV-Mes relative to the polariton anticrossings. The definition of strong coupling requires

that the sum of the cavity mode and transition half-width-at-half-maximum (HWHM) be less than

the Rabi splitting energy.38 This criteria is apparently fulfilled for the coupling about the 0 → 0’
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transition, however it is not quite reached for the 0→ 1’ transition. Instead, coupling to the 0→

1’ transition falls into the intermediate coupling regime,39 where the coupling energy is less than

the sum of the oscillator HWHMs, but greater than the absolute difference of the HWHMs. This

makes the definition of a middle polariton branch somewhat ambiguous, however since non-linear

behavior in microcavity polariton systems is mainly observed in the LPB,15,40,41 this should not

effect the practical implementation of such a system. For simplicity, in figure 2 we refer to the

peak observed between the UPB and LPB as the middle branch even though the requirement for

strong coupling is not fulfilled here.

The mixing coefficients αc, α0→0′ and α0→1′ can be extracted from equation 1 and are plotted

in Figure 2(d), (e) and (f) for the LPB, MPB and UPB, respectively. We find that the LPB is

photon-like at longer cavity lengths, and becomes increasingly hybridized with the 0 → 0’ tran-

sition at shorter cavity lengths. The UPB is largely comprised of the 0 → 1’ transition at longer

cavity lengths, becoming more photon like as the cavity length is reduced. The visibility of the

polariton branches is proportional to the photonic coefficient since light couples to the polariton

states through this component. This effect is particularly pronounced for the LPB, with optical

transmission increasing significantly with increased photon fraction (see Figure 2(d)).
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Figure 3: (a) Microcavity photoluminescence as a function of optical cavity length. Lines and
symbols are as in Figure 2(a). (b) Polariton population distribution. (c) PL spectrum of a thin film
of DBOV-Mes in a PMMA matrix
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We have measured the PL emission from the cavity following excitation at 405 nm as shown

in Figure 3(a), with data plotted as a function of wavelength and cavity length. We also plot the

polariton energies (as determined from transmission measurements) using circular data points. We

note that the laser power admitted into the cavity is strongly modulated as the cavity length is

changed, and is maximised when the excitation wavelength fulfils the cavity Bragg condition. To

account for this, we record the excitation power transmitted through the cavity using a photodiode

as the cavity length is scanned and use this signal to normalise the PL spectra recorded at each

mirror separation.

We find that intense PL is observed at wavelengths coincident with the LPB, with emission on

the LPB peaking at 660 nm, and a second emission feature at 615 nm. The polariton PL intensity

(Ip) can be related to the polariton population of any particular state (Pp) through Pp ∝ Ip/αc. We

plot the polariton population distribution along the polariton branches in Figure 3(b). For com-

parison, we plot the free space emission of DBOV-Mes in Figure 3(c). Here, it can be seen that

the emission originating from the LPB around 660 nm corresponds to the peak of the DBOV-Mes

emission originating from the 0’ → 1 transition. We also note that the peak of the higher energy

PL emission corresponds to the wavelength of 0’→ 0 transition energy. This suggests that polari-

ton states are effectively populated through an optical pumping mechanism42,43 in which weakly-

coupled excitons in the exciton reservoir directly populate the photonic component of polariton

states that are energetically degenerate with the emission. This polariton population mechanism

has been shown to dominate inelastic exciton-phonon33,44–46 or polariton-polariton scattering path-

ways in strongly-coupled systems based on materials having high photoluminescence quantum

efficiency.47 This pumping mechanism is thought to be responsible for initiating polariton lasing

in microcavities containing single anthracene crystals.48 Here the polariton population generated

on the MPB results from the small Stokes shift between absorption and luminescence in this ma-

terial. The peak polariton population on the LPB is 1.3 times higher than that of the 615 nm

emission, despite the fact that the PL intensity of the 0’→ 1 transition is almost half that of the 0’

→ 0 transition. Here the 0’→ 1 emission transition is able to emit photons resonant with the very
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photon-like LPB which results in efficient polariton generation.49,50

In summary, we have fabricated open optical microcavities containing structurally well-defined

nanographene (DBOV-Mes) quantum dots. The narrow and well-separated optical transitions char-

acteristic of DBOV-Mes lend themselves to strong exciton-photon coupling, and we demonstrate

the formation of polariton states in this system at room temperature resulting from the hybridiza-

tion of the cavity mode with the 0→ 0’ optical transition. Intermediate coupling is also observed

between the cavity and the 0→ 1’ vibronic transition. Photoluminescence measurements demon-

strate that coupled states are efficiently populated through an optical pumping mechanism. Strong

photoluminescence is observed from states close to the 0’ → 0 energy as a result of the small

Stokes shift and high quantum yield of this transition. Moreover, the high fluorescence quantum

efficiency of DBOV-Mes (with values reported up to 0.79)28 and remarkable photostability sug-

gests that such nanographene materials may be suitable for generating polariton condensation and

lasing.
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